LEPC Meeting Minutes
Columbus Fire Hall
June 3, 2020, 2020
7:30am to 8:30 am
Attendance Record
1. Carol Arkell
2. Marlo Pronovost
3. Shane Warehime
4. Bill Pronovost
5. Randy Smith
6. Nancy Rhode
7. Charlie Hanson
8. Kevin Mitchum
9. Rich Cowger
10.Brad Kimble
11.Jim Hicks
12.Jennifer Siegfried
13.Chris Rasmussen
14.Terry Brumfield

911/DES
Stillwater County News
Mt HP
DES
City of Columbus
CA
State DES
Sibany Stillwater
Col Fire
CHS Pipeline
Town of Columbus
SC
MDT
CFR

Pledge to the flag
Introductions were made
Minutes approved as submitted.
DES:

none at this time

E-9-1-1

Presidential Partners will be here June 15-19

LEPC
PHEP

Natasha was out, no update at this time

Road names

none at this time.

Communications Jennifer reported they have hired 2 dispatchers; they should be
on the floor in August. Randy is working on a common bank of

channels. Bill has the radio user MOU all signed but Absarokee
board. He will be attending the next weeks meeting to see why
they won’t sign. Dunn communications was here and put up
the new antennas up at Shane and cleaned up the old stuff. The
3 antennas were put at the R&B shop. Dunn will be back to do
the maintained for repeaters and install the consolettes.
Fire Warden

DNRC is working on staffed stations and will be having a zoom
meeting tonight. We are hoping Columbus, Absarokee and Park
City will have people to staff stations this year.

Discussion

Charlie that the EMPG reverted fund grant application is going
out. He also has concerns on how they are reporting on the
COVID information. Rosebud County has a position and that
person isn’t even in the state should that be reported in our state?
Shane let us know that Highway Patrol received a grant so every
patrol car will have a AED in it.
The hells angles will be passing through the county to go to a
rally. It looks like there will be a very busy June & July for
travel.
Randy asked if Nick has got the all call/mutual aid plan ready so
they can review it?
The mine now has received the application for the RR crossing.
That project is still in the works.
Meeting Adjourned at 8:35 am

